
Tutoring Tips and Guidelines 

Tutoring is essentially an individual experience—the inter-relationship of two individuals working closely 
together.  In this relationship, there is no one method, no easy answer.  The most successes will be found 
with methods which you develop yourself while working with the student.  Any method that helps your 
student will be considered the best method.  Tutoring tips presented below summarize suggestions which 
other tutors have found helpful.  They are intended to serve as a guide to you in your work.  They will be 
valuable to the extent that you use them. 

Purpose of Tutoring 

1) To improve the educational achievement of
the student.

2) To better the student’s picture of him/herself –
to increase their life experiences.

3) To widen the horizons of the student through
contact with a concerned, helpful, more
experienced person.

Commitment 

Tutoring demands a definite commitment.  Do not 
start unless you can be faithful throughout the 
entire program.  Very few things will kill a 
student’s faith in their tutor and the program quicker 
than having a tutor who fails to show at the 
scheduled tutoring session. 

General Tips

1) Relax and be yourself.

2) Personal concern for your student is your
greatest asset as a tutor.  Past experience
has shown that effective tutoring is based
more on rapport between tutor and student
than upon experience in the subject area.
Tutors should work to build a relationship of
mutual confidence with their student.

3) Keep in mind that what you do is as much a
language as what you say.  Be aware of your
non-verbal messages.  By both actions and
words, by physical contact and praise, the
tutor must show the child that he/she is
trusted, respected and expected to succeed.

4) It is important to utilize materials with which
the student can identify racially, ethnically,
and culturally.  Use simple biographies,
pictures of entertainment, sports, political and
literature written by members of their race.

5) Provide as many opportunities as possible for
the child to make choices or assume some
planning of the tutoring session.

6) The use of standardized tests should be de-
emphasized.  Judge a student’s progress by
the growth in their use of books, the variety of
their reading choices, their ability to use
library resources and reference materials, and
above all, their abilities in talking and writing
about what they have read or their ability to
apply math concepts to real life situations.

7) Stimulate language in every conceivable way
of speaking, listening, reading, and writing:
reactions to pictures, role-playing, writing and
acting plays, discussions, games, riddles,
story telling.  Plan to read out loud to your
student each week, no matter how old the
student may be.

8) Recognize that children are not motivated by
vague comments about progress or
statements that their good work will result in
something good in the future (grades, school
awards, a better job).  Children are present-
time oriented.  Not future-time oriented, like
adults.  Make your rewards consistent,
immediately after the fact, and specific.  A
compliment, a smile, a pat on the back, or a
hug are particularly effective.  Make your
praise specific.  Point out changes that you
have seen either through the course of one
lesson or over the weeks of tutoring.

9) To build a rapport, talk with the student about
mutual interest.  And above all, listen!  Be
accepting!

10) Rome wasn’t built in a day…so remember to
be patient with the student!!



Defining Your Role as a Tutor/Mentor 

How can I help?  This is the primary question that a 
tutor/mentor should ask over and over.  Why do we 
say “tutor/mentor” rather than just “tutor”?  Because 
in addition to needing academic aid and instruction, 
young people need someone to help them, listen to 
them, motivate them, and give them advice and 
encouragement.  That is the role of a mentor.  
Many volunteers will spend much of their time in 
this role, just building the confidence, hope and 
expectations that a young person needs in order to 
overcome negative influences. 

Tutor:  (n) a person charged with the 
instruction and guidance of 
another. 
(v) 1. to have guardianship,
tutelage, or care of  2. to teach
or guide, usually in a specific
subject or for a specific purpose.

Mentor:  a trusted counselor or guide; 
a tutor 

Below is a list of areas where you can be a 
tutor/mentor to your student.  Through these 
activities you build trust and confidence.  Your 
example is a model to the young people of this 
program.  The student may become motivated to 
access the other support systems available to help 
them succeed. 

 Setting goals and staying focused on them

 Making informal decisions

 Developing and practicing good study habits

 Completing homework and school projects

 Improving class attendance

 Staying motivated

 Preparing for college or other training

 Finding a job

 Exploring career possibilities

 Providing new experiences and
opportunities to learn

 Meeting successful people

 Solving personal problems

By talking and listening to your student each week, 
you will begin to share the secrets of your success 
and build an understanding of your student that will 
help you to become and remain a successful 
tutor/mentor. 

Profile of a Successful Tutor/Mentor 

 Makes and keeps personal commitment to
be a tutor/mentor for extended period of
time—six months to one year at minimum.

 Regularly attends scheduled meetings with
student.  Does not make promises or
commitments to student that cannot be
kept.

 Incorporates reading, writing and academic
reinforcement into each meeting

 Spends time between sessions developing
activities for each meeting with student.

 Sets goals with the student and helps
student achieve them.

 Builds success into the structure of every
interaction and/or meeting with the student.

 Respects individuals, their abilities and their
rights to make their own choices in life.

 Listens and accepts different points of view
in a non-judgmental manner.

 Does not reject the student through
personal remarks or nonverbal clues.

 Brings creativity and initiative to
tutor/mentor activities.

 Sees solutions and opportunities as well as
barriers.

 Is flexible and open in dealing with student,
other volunteers and program leaders.

 Seeks to offer constructive criticism as well
as solutions.

 Utilizes personal involvement in improving
effectiveness of tutor/mentor activity.

 Does not become quickly discouraged.
Some student behavior patterns have taken
a long time to develop.  Understands that
some improvements may appear, but
permanent change comes slowly.



Top Twenty Tips for Tutors/Mentor 
 
1. Put your student first.  During the tutoring session concentrate on his/her needs and problems.  Be flexible.  

If your student wants to review some previous material or talk about a problem, drop your plans for the 
session and focus on the immediate needs. 

 

2. Be your student’s friend, but not a buddy.  A “friend” is a person who looks out for your best interest.  
Therefore, a friend never allows you to do less than your best.  A friend does not allow you to shirk 
responsibilities. 

 

3. Approach your student on a basis of mutual respect.  Your student has experienced many things you have 
not and has knowledge you do not have.  Show respect for these things and do not belittle him/her for things 
not known or skills not yet acquired. 

 

4. Take time to get to know your student.  Some young people are very open and others are not.  Spend some 
time assessing your student’s strengths and weaknesses.  That way, you can build success into every 
session.  Remember that self-esteem building is very important. 

 

5. Set realistic goals and make reaching them fun.  Establish a starting point for success.  Accommodate your 
student’s attention span into your lesson.  Break your activities up into manageable chunks. 

 

6. Set rules from the very beginning.  Be firm and consistent in enforcing those rules.  Don’t be afraid to say no 
or correct inappropriate behavior.  When young adults know you are serious, they will respect you and you 
can be much more productive. 

 

7. Minimize distractions.  Sit in an area away from other kids if necessary. 
 

8. Give your relationship time to establish itself.  You may get resistance at first but, with patience and 
persistence, he/she will eventually warm to you. 

 

9. Set up a structure for your session.  Young adults respond well to structure because they know what to 
expect.  Mix work and fun. 

 

10. Be dependable.  Your student quickly learns to count on you and your absence is a big disappointment.  If 
you make a promise, be prepared to keep it. 

 

11. You may have to try several different ways of explaining a concept or solving a problem before the student 
will understand.  Be patient and creative.  Don’t give up! 

 

12. It is important to praise your student.  At times it can be awkward but young people thrive on it.  
 

13. Give reassurance when your student becomes frustrated or insecure about abilities.  You can instill that “I 
can” mentality. 

 

14. Foster independence.  It is tempting to do the work for the student but that defeats the purpose.  
Demonstrate the procedure and then leave the student to work alone and use you as a resource in case of 
trouble. 

 

15. Give your student the gift of time.  Many young people always feel pressured or rushed.  They are denied 
the time they need to really think through a problem to answer it correctly so they say the first thing that 
comes into mind.  You can offer them that time that teachers often can’t. 

 

16. Be prepared for the session because often students won’t bring homework. 
 

17. Avoid sarcasm.  Young adults will probably not understand it.  They will sometime interpret it as a put down 
rather than a joke. 

 

18. Never discuss the student in front of him or her, unless it is to give praise. 
 

19. Be observant.  You may be the identifier of a problem that needs additional attention, whether it is academic, 
behavioral, etc. 

 

20. Take pride in your work.  You may sometimes feel like you have failed when you leave a session, but just 
remember that you are doing a great service by taking the time to be with these students.  It shows that you 
really care. 

 
 



Working with Low-Level Learners 

Many of the kids in our program are not only beginning at a low level of 
English proficiency, but quite possibly with undeveloped literacy skills in 
his/her native language.  Keep in mind, many of our students and their 
parents have received little or no formal education in their home country 
and their school skills may need to be sharpened.   

Keep these points in mind when working with a low-level learner… 

 Speak slowly and clearly.  Always keep in mind the student’s
vocabulary and grammar abilities.

 Repeat, repeat, and repeat some more!  You cannot repeat
too much with language learners.

 Check for comprehension.  Never ask a student if he/she
understands, instead ask a question that calls for a response
that illustrates the student’s comprehension.

 Maintain continuity.  Bring in aspects of prior lessons when
introducing new topics.

 Write clearly.  Print using standard letters and leave ample
space between words.

 Diversify your activities.  Try to utilize your student’s learning
styles.  Mix the serious with the fun.  Keep it comfortable.

 Avoid frustration.  If you see that a topic, exercise or activity is
too difficult for your student, MOVE ON!  Maybe your student
isn’t ready for that just yet or maybe you will have better luck
with a different approach another day.

 Be encouraging.  Play up the student’s successes—don’t dwell
on their errors.  Learning should be a positive experience.  And
remember…throw away your red pen!

 Keep it meaningful.  Play up your student’s background,
talents and experiences.  Give the students the opportunity to
teach you about their culture, food, skills, interests…

 Work on study practices.  Help your students to organize their
work by keeping handouts in a 3-ring binder or folder; using
sections of their notebooks for vocabulary, grammar, written
exercises; encourage them to write with pencil or erasable pen
so that they can keep their work neat and legible; when doing
question/answer exercises in their notebooks encourage them
to leave an extra line for the answer.

Tips for Tutors 

Two Main Rules: 

1. Don’t assume anything.

2. Ask questions

Other Tips: 

 Use short, simple sentences and

speak slowly.  Pause frequently

to check that you have

understood.

 If you are not understood, do

not repeat exactly what you said

before; rather, paraphrase what

you said with even simpler

language.  Do not move on until

you understand and are

understood.

 Do not use jargon, professional

language, colloquialisms and

slang.

 Make an effort to adapt or

expand student’s lessons to meet

urgent needs or specific

interests.

 When possible use pictures and

gestures to go with your words.

 A little information carefully

selected and clearly

communicated is better than lots

of information that is

misunderstood and

overwhelming.

 Humor is appreciated and

defuses tension.  Laughter is

calming for everyone.  Try to

have a little fun and make sure

your last interaction is positive.

 Because language skills are

limited, newcomers pay careful

attention to nonverbal cues.  Be

aware of the message your

posture, voice, facial expression,

and eyes are sending.  Use your

body language to signal respect,

attention, and optimism.



What Should I Teach? 
One of the most difficult tasks for new in-home tutors is figuring out what to work on with their refugee student 
and planning the tutoring session.  The task may seem daunting, especially for those of you who have no 
formal teaching experience, but rest assured, you can do it!!  As you get more familiar with your student, it will 
become quite clear what his/her strengths and weaknesses are and what you need to be focusing on in your 
tutoring sessions.   

In general, we ask our in-home tutors to: 

 Be a teacher
o Help refugee student learn English.
o Help refugee student fill in the gaps in their education and focus on building and strengthening

basic academic skills.
o Help refugee student with homework and school assignments.

 Provide assistance in one or more academic subjects, including ESL.

 Help student develop a better understanding of in-class and homework assignments.

 Reviews completed assignments and suggest ways to improve or supplement
assignments.

 Be a friend and a mentor
o Develop a friendship with the refugee student and help them adjust to life in America.

What Should I Do in Each Session? 
How you choose to structure your tutoring sessions is completely up to you, but here are some general tips.  
In each session, you should spend some of the time helping the student with their homework and some of the 
time building their language and academic skills.  It is important for the kids to get in the habit of doing their 
homework every night; however, it is much more important that you help him/her build the necessary language 
and academic skills to succeed in school.  More often than not, their homework is going to be too advanced for 
them anyway. 

It is also important that you do activities in each session that hit on the four main parts of language acquisition: 
listening, speaking, reading and writing.  So try to touch on each of these skills during every session. 

And then take some time to have a little fun!  Two hours is a long time for anyone to sit and work, let alone a 
kid.  So feel free to do schoolwork for an hour and just have fun with your refugee student for the other hour. 
And remember, your refugee student is learning through every interaction you have! 



Creative Activities to Do with your Student 

Kids sit in school eight hours a day, so often the last thing they want to do when they get home is sit down and 
do more work.  So, as a tutor, you need to plan lessons in which your student can have fun and learn at the 
same time.  Get creative! 

 Take your student to the local Chicago Public Library.  Help them sign up for a library card (if you think
they can handle the responsibility) and then peruse the children’s department with them.  Have them
pick out a book or two that interests them and then read it together.  Kids will be much more invested in
a book if it’s a subject that interests them and a book that they choose themselves.

 Get out and do!  Make your lesson part of their daily life.  If you are studying food vocabulary—go to the
supermarket!

 Link a lesson with a fun outing as a reward for hard work.  If you’re studying the solar system, round out
your unit by visiting Adler Planetarium.  A few sessions on animals can be followed with a trip to the
Lincoln Park Zoo.

 Use the computer.  All of our kids are so excited to play on the computers, but many of them don’t know
how to correctly use them.  Take your student to the local library and play some interactive ESL games
online.  Your student will be having so much fun playing on the computers that they won’t even realize
that they’re learning at the same time.

 Draw a picture or make a collage.  Give them a theme (i.e., their country, coming to America, their
family, etc) and when they’re finished, have them tell you a story (in English) about their art.
Eventually, work your way up to having them write a story about their art.  You may want to do one too
to compare with your student’s.  It could make for a fun conversation starter!

 Keep a dialogue journal.  Take turns each week with your student writing in the journal.  Each week
either you or your student will take the journal home and write a short entry for each other.  Let your
student take the lead in the direction of the dialogue.  Allow your student to express his/her thoughts
and to ask you questions.  Note:  If your student is at a very basic level, have them draw pictures and
write a few words about the picture.

 Work on a project together.  Do a science experiment.  Make a piñata.  Work on a themed art project.
Whatever you do, turn it into a lesson.  Check out some books on the subject from the library and read
them with your student.  For example, read a couple books about volcanoes, maybe watch a movie and
then build a volcano together.

 Take pictures and talk/write about them.  Buy a disposable camera and have your student take pictures
of people or places in his/her life.  Use the pictures to inspire writing words, simple sentences or
paragraph descriptions.  Take pictures of family members and create a family tree.  Don’t forget to bring
pictures of your own.  Your student wants to learn about you as much (if not more!) as you want to
learn about him/her!

 Encourage your student to carry a small notebook with him/her at all times to write down vocabulary
words and other questions.  Make time at the end of each session to address these questions.

 Give your student quiet time to try to work on assignments without your assistance.  Be careful not to
let your student become too dependent on you.  Assist—don’t do.  Remind your student that he/she
needs to learn to do for him/herself.



Culture and Diversity 

What do I need to know as a volunteer working with refugees and immigrants? 
 
As refugees experience the reality of American life, 
they will go through a pattern of culture shock.  As 
tourists we never really enter culture shock; it is 
when we realize that the new environment is going 
to be our life that the shock comes.  Uncertainty, 
identity conflict and depression may set in. 
 
Culture shock has five distinct stages: 

 Exhilaration upon encountering a new 
environment or culture. 

 Bewilderment, confusion, and an 
idealization of one’s own country and 
culture. 

 Withdrawals from the alien or new culture, 
including feelings of discouragement and 
sometimes depression. 

 Gradual growing understanding and 
appreciation of the new culture along with 
emotional recovery. 

 Return to normal feelings 
 
Emotional needs of refugees are as significant as 
physical and material needs, but are much harder 
to identify and measure.  The most difficult 
emotional adjustments usually come after basic 
self-sufficiency has been achieved.  The flow of 
making basic adjustments begins to subside.  
Refugees begin to have time to think, and they are 
confronted with the permanence of their 
expatriation.  For freedom they have traded family, 
friends, language, culture, country, and familiarity.  
The choice is permanent and they are not going to 
go home. 
 
Emotions that can occur in a refugee experiencing 
culture shock may be characterized by the word 
“loss”: 

 The loss of love and respect as these were 
experienced in the relationship with friends 
and family members. 

 The loss of social status that may or may 
not be accompanied by discrimination. 

 The loss of a familiar social environment 
with its obligations and dependencies that 
gave meaning to life.  This may, among 
other things, be experienced through the 
ignorance and lack of interest of the host 
nationals with regard to the situation in the 
refugee’s home country. 

 

Because culture shock is a form of loss, it can be 
compared to the way in which people cope with 
bereavement.  Phases of denial, anger, depression, 
and finally acceptance can be distinguished.  
Individuals do not, however, move from one phase 
to another in a sequence but may go back and forth 
between the different phases.  This is a normal, 
necessary and temporary part of the adjustment 
process.  In order to invest emotionally in a new 
country, the loss of the original country, the loss of 
the original country must be resolved and the 
grieving process must take place. 
 
Culture shock can be obvious or subtle, showing 
itself in seemingly unrelated ways, such as: 

 Impatience with jobs 

 Changes in eating and sleeping patterns 

 Irritability 

 Lack of motivation 

 Inability to concentrate 

 The desire to move closer to friends and 
relatives 

 Declining interest in learning the new 
language 

 Wanting to stay at home alone 

 Overall depression 

 Physical ailments—such as digestive 
difficulties and headaches 

 Lack of trust 

 Expressing a strong desire “to go home” 
  

Overcoming Culture Shock 
 

“Happiness is Belonging, not Belongings…” 
 

Culture shock is predictable for those who have not 

bonded with the local people of the community.  Fear of 

the new situation and a longing for the familiar may 

cause the refugee to isolate oneself from their new 

environment.  In addition, differences in language, 

religion, and lifestyle intensify the difficulties 

experienced by refugees can vary greatly, and the 

outcome of the adjustment process depends on a variety 

of factors.  In order to adjust to their new environment, 

refugees need to learn new sociocultural patterns and 

skills.  This can best occur in contact with the host 

community.  An environment that is open to, welcomes, 

and accepts strangers offers various forms of 

information, as well as social and emotional support.  

These are some of the key ingredients for successful 

adaptation to occur. 



 
Responses to Diversity 
 

When you work as a mentor, you will come into 
contact with aspects of another person’s culture 
that you may not understand or approve of.  For 
example, the role of women is not universally 
defined around the globe.  Compared to most other 
countries in the world, women in the US have many 
rights and liberties.  Hence, when one is working 
with women from diverse backgrounds, it is natural 
to not always agree with the manner in which they 
may dress, act and live. 
  
While it is important to not attempt to change 
people from diverse cultures in order to make them 
more Americanized, it is important to be conscious 
of one’s own feelings on the matter.  Most of us are 
aware of the fact that people from different cultures 
may see the world differently from us and that this 
is both their right and privilege, but we rarely talk 
about how we feel when we work with diverse 
populations.  However, it is important to 
acknowledge that we have feelings and beliefs 
about the people that we work with, and it is 
important to be aware of these feelings and beliefs 
and the way in which they may affect what we do.  
Only when you are aware of these feelings and 
beliefs can you actively work to avoid allowing them 
to have a negative impact on the work that you do.  
For example, even though you may not be aware of 
it, you may act differently toward a person whose 
lifestyles and cultures you do not agree with.  
However, if you are aware of the fact that you feel 
this way, you can actively work on preventing these 
feelings from getting in the way of your work. 

 

Furthermore, we all have preconceived notions 
about people from other cultures.  The American 
media often paints a very specific, stereotypical 
picture of people of all descents, including Muslims, 
African-Americans, Africans, Asians and Hispanics.  
In turn, the media in other countries often does the 
same regarding Americans.  It is, therefore, not 
unlikely that you may have some stereotypical 
views of the people of these cultures.  But by being 
honest with yourself and aware of these 
stereotypes, you can avoid acting on these 
preconceived, often ill-informed ideas. 
 
Therefore, when you begin interacting with the 
student, it is important that you are open to learning 
from them about their culture and way of life.  You 
will probably be amazed at how interesting many of 
these people are and how different they are from 
the stereotypes that are often presented in the 
media.  If you allow yourself to be open to new 
experiences, you will gain a lot from your 
interaction with the student. 
 
It is important to always remember that it is not a 
bad thing to disagree with another person’s cultural 
norms and behaviors.  In fact, it is normal to dislike 
things about other people.  However, it is more 
important that you are aware of your feelings and 
that you make sure that these feelings do not come 
in the way of your work.  And remember, have fun 
and learn!  This is an amazing learning experience 
for you if you allow it to be. 

 
Additional Note:  If at any time you feel that some of the issues discussed above are becoming too much for you, feel free 
to discuss them with any of the staff members at RefugeeOne.  Keep in mind that things will probably become easier as 
you gain a better understanding of the student’s culture and ways of living. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Confronting Your Comfort Zone as a Volunteer 
 

Although you will probably not experience the intense emotions of your refugee partner, don’t be surprised if you also suffer some cultural 

shock.  This is because you will be travelling outside your comfort zone. 

 

Your comfort zone is the protective space of familiar activities, environments, and people that surround you.  You feel confident and 

comfortable in that zone because you know and understand how to function in that setting.  In fact, you are so comfortable in your comfort 

zone that you are probably not even aware of it until something pushes you outside of it. 

 

As a new volunteer you will experience awkward moments.  You may travel to areas of the city where you have never been, try new foods that 

look and smell different, or wait uncomfortably through long pauses in the conversation.  On a deeper level, you may feel that your personal 

space is infringed upon, be uncertain how to interpret comments or criticisms from your refugee partner, or feel out of place in your refugee 

partner’s home. 

 

These experiences outside your comfort zone can be frustrating.  They may create feelings of anxiety, nervousness, insecurity, or ambiguity.  

With time, as you and your refugee student get to know one another better and become more familiar with your distinct cultural perspectives, 

the feeling of discomfort and frustrations will lessen. 




